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Your cell phone instructions tell you to keep the cell 
phone a certain distance (for the iPhone 5 it is 3/8 of 
an inch) away from your body.  Unfortunately, many 
women don't read the instructions and carry their cell 
phones inside their bra on their skin.  For some young 
women this act has resulted in breast cancer. 
 Although the doctors say there are not enough cases 
for a definitive cause and effect relationship, many 
factors, such as tumors in the shape of a cell phone, 
point to the cell phone being the cause of the cancer.   
  
Dr. John West introduces this new phenomenon on the 
Dr. Oz show. Click here for the Dr. Oz episode.  He has 
recently treated four women with breast cancer, 2 of 
which were 21 years old. In each instance the cancer 
was detected under the area where they regularly 
tucked their cell phone in their bras.  The women had 
been doing this for several years up to 10 hours per 
day. Similar cases have been detected by other 
oncologists. Unfortunately, doctors have not routinely 
 asked women, after they have been diagnosed with 
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breast cancer, if they placed their cell phones under 
their bra. As a result, we do not know if there is a 
larger population developing breast cancer from cell 
phones.  
  
Almost every cell phone sold in the U.S. comes with a 
safety warning (hidden in the legal fine print that no 
one reads).  The warning explains that using or carrying 
a phone directly against the body may expose the user 
to more radio frequency radiation than allowed by 
federal safety limits. The FCC guidelines on the safety 
of cell phones assume they would not be kept or used 
on the body. ( Read about it here Cell-phone Safety- 
What the FCC didn't test.)  
  
Many people and even children carry their cell phone 
in their pockets which indicates that the  warning is 
not seen or followed.  The iPhone 5 instructions 
state: "To reduce exposure to RF energy, use a hands-
free option, such as the built-in speakerphone, the 
supplied headphones or other similar accessories. 
Carry iPhone at least 10 mm away from your body to 
ensure exposure levels remain at or below the as-
tested levels"Click here for iPhone 5 instructions The 
iPhone 4 instructions recommend 15 mm (5/8 of an 
inch) distance from your body. 
  
The bottom line is that cell phones should be kept off 
the body. Cell phone manufacturers bury warning 
messages in cell phone manuals.  Until more Senators, 
like Josh Green from Hawaii, push bills that would 
require  health warning labels on the cell phones, the 
public will be subjected to health hazards that could 
possibly be prevented. Read about the bill here.   
  
The Center for Safer Wireless continues to educate 
people about radio frequency radiation through its 
brochures, health exhibits, and meetings with 
prominent people who can influence the ongoing 
marketing of radiation emitting devices.  
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  The Center for Safer wireless has a new URL address: 

www.centerforsaferwireless.us 
  

Please make a note of it.  
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From the Stop Smart Meters.org 
website: 
 
TOM WHEELER- NEW FCC CHAIR 
GREETED WITH PROTESTS DURING 
VISIT TO BAY AREA  
Tom Wheeler, chair of the Federal 

Communications Commission, and former head of the 
industry Wireless Association for 12 years, got an 
earful from protesters on Jan. 9 during his visit to the 
Bay Area.   Organized by Stop Smart Meters! and the 
California Brain Tumor Association,  protesters 
gathered and expressed their anger at the industry/ 
government collusion that is failing to warn people 
about- or even acknowledge- the hazards of wireless 
technology.  Wheeler's first speech in Silicon Valley 
was interrupted on five separate occasions by people 
pointing out the risks of inadequate RF human 
exposure guidelines.  Dozens protested outside his 
speaking event in Oakland that evening, and activists 
raised awareness inside a San Francisco Verizon store 
that afternoon by placing health warning labels on cell 
phones on display.   
  
 Full coverage of the day's events here. 
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The Link between Wireless Radiation and a Host of 
Serious illnesses  
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